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Chapter 1111: In-depth Investigation 

 

Louise also raised her eyebrows, but she was not in a hurry to deny the results of Eugene’s investigation. 

She only said, “I know little about China’s national situation. Do children here start their businesses at 

such a young age? Or is this person in this photo an exception?” 

Eugene shrugged, showing that she understood their reactions. She slowly said, “Of course, it’s an 

exception. You have to know that such a company requires a huge amount of capital to support it, so 

Prince Bai Zhou must have played a crucial role.” 

“We’re off topic!” Eugene realized that their focus was off and quickly pulled them back. “From this, we 

can see that Jian Ai’s relationship with Prince Bai Zhou isn’t simple. Moreover, during the mission to 

assassinate Prince Bai Zhou in the Maldives, this girl was also in the Maldives.” 

The meaning behind Eugene’s words was quite obvious. This meant that according to her investigation 

results, this girl called Jian Ai was also a very important person to Prince Bai Zhou. 

The usually silent Robert couldn’t help but frown when he heard this. He said hesitantly, “She’s just a 

fifteen-year-old child. There’s no need for us to implicate her, right?” 

As soon as he finished speaking, Robert looked up at Andrew. Because Andrew was in charge of this 

mission, the decision was in his hands. 

Without waiting for Andrew to speak, Gale couldn’t help but sneer. Then, he looked at Robert and said 

mockingly, “Robert, recognize your identity as an emotionless killer. Don’t you think it’s inappropriate to 

be emotional at this time?” 

Robert ignored Gale and looked at Andrew without blinking. He didn’t insist on letting a girl go. As long 

as Andrew said to kill, he would still obey orders. It was a mercenary’s most basic professional ethics, 

and that was to obey. 

Seeing this, Andrew slowly reached out to pick up the photo on the table and studied it. After a while, 

he put the photo down and looked at Robert. “If you can’t do it, let Gale do it.” 

With that, Andrew’s attitude was very clear. He had no intention of letting anyone around Bai Zhou go, 

even if this person looked like a weak girl. 

Robert nodded and didn’t fight for it further. 

Gale clicked his tongue smugly. “Isn’t it easy to earn my twenty million US dollars?” 

Andrew glared at Gale and said coldly, “Cut the crap. What’s the result of your investigation?” 

Gale smiled indifferently and casually picked up a photo beside him and threw it in front of everyone. 

“Asia’s A-list superstar, the national goddess, the best actress who won three grand awards in China, 

Yun Buyao! Unique, beautiful, and sexy!” 



When Louise heard this, she rolled her eyes unceremoniously. “Are you okay? Are you here to chase 

after celebrities?” 

Andrew looked at Gale and asked, “Is she also someone close to Prince Bai Zhou?” 

Although Gale was greedy, lustful, and indecent, Andrew still knew him. At least during missions, his 

ability was not inferior to anyone. 

Gale nodded with a frivolous smile. “Although this big-shot celebrity called Yun Buyao is not in Baiyun 

City, I’ve discovered through my tracking that Prince Bai Zhou has been interacting with this Yun Buyao 

frequently recently.” 

“Previously, Prince Bai Zhou attended a very famous cocktail party. His female companion at that time 

was also a celebrity called Yun Buyao. I heard she caused quite a commotion.” 

“Most importantly, Yun Buyao was among the people from the Maldives!” 

When Eugene heard Gale’s words, she couldn’t help but sigh strangely. “After Prince Bai Zhou came to 

China, why are the people around him so strange? A female student, a celebrity…” 

“I have an even stranger person here!” 

At this moment, Louise also spoke. She also took out a photo and placed it on the table. She said, “This 

person’s name is Xiao Zhen. Other than that, I can’t find any information related to him. From this, we 

can see that he’s a very dangerous person.” 

“No information?” Gale was instantly interested. He picked up Xiao Zhen’s photo and looked at it again. 

Then, he said with interest, “Could this person be an assassin or something?” 

It had to be known that all the good people in the world had their own identity information. Only those 

who hid in the dark corners of the world would use fake identities or even have no identities. 

For example, them! 

Louise shook her head. “Perhaps. I couldn’t find any useful information. However, this person arrived in 

Baiyun City not long after Prince Bai Zhou arrived in China. He never left after that. He lives alone in a 

villa on a remote mountain and rarely goes out. Occasionally, he would appear in the apartment Prince 

Bai Zhou bought, but they didn’t interact often. However, my professional intuition tells me that this 

person is an existence that can’t be ignored.” 

“Prince Bai Zhou, Jian Ai, Yun Buyao, Xiao Zhen…” Andrew gently read out their names. Then, he looked 

up at his companions and said, “There are already four of them.” 

“I have other information provided by Leader Hans. Other than the few people you’ve found, there are 

two others with Prince Bai Zhou.” 

“One of them is called Chi Yang. He’s Prince Bai Zhou’s personal attendant. He has served Prince Bai 

Zhou for many years and is almost inseparable from him.” 

“The other is called Si Yuehan. He’s an orphan Prince Bai Zhou brought back to Qiusi many years ago. 

He’s also in Baiyun City now. As for what abilities he has, we don’t know.” 



Louise calculated and raised her eyebrows. “In that case, including these two people, there are six 

targets!” 

Gale smiled and said, “It would have been good if Irene was here. That way, we could each take care of 

one.” 

Robert immediately looked at Andrew and asked, “Do you have a plan? Do you want to resolve them 

one by one or act at the same time?” 

The others also looked over. It was obvious that they were waiting for Andrew to decide. 

Andrew thought for a while and flipped through the photos they had found. In the end, he placed Xiao 

Zhen’s photo on the table. 

“This person lives alone in his villa, so it’s easier to get him. We don’t have a direct understanding of the 

strength of the people around Prince Bai Zhou. I think we should choose someone we can attack first to 

probe the truth.” 

As he spoke, Andrew took out Yun Buyao’s photo. “This person is not in Baiyun City. We’ll deal with this 

person after we’ve resolved this.” 

The commander of this operation was Andrew. Moreover, he had the highest prestige among them, so 

the others had no objections to his decision. They immediately nodded in understanding. 

Chapter 1112: I’ll Write the Bidding Document Personally 

 

After school the next day, Jian Ai and Si Yue went out of the school gate. 

“Are you going straight to the company?” Si Yue asked Jian Ai. 

Jian Ai nodded and patted Si Yue’s shoulder apologetically. “It’s been hard on you. If you think it’s boring 

to go back, you can go to Bai Zhou’s place. You can go back after dinner.” 

She would only go home at dawn these few days. At that time, Si Yue would be asleep. 

Si Yue nodded. “I understand.” 

The company’s car was parked by the road. They would pick Jian Ai up punctually in the next few days. 

Jian Ai was about to get into the car when someone called her from behind. 

“Senior Sister Jian Ai!” 

Jian Ai paused and looked back. She saw Jian Yichen walking towards her quickly. 

Jian Ai’s heart stopped. She looked at Jian Yichen, who was walking towards her, and her heart 

thumped. 

She didn’t react much to Jian Changsheng, but when she looked at Jian Yichen, she felt completely 

different from before. 



Jian Yichen was her half-brother. This feeling was indescribably strange. Jian Ai did not feel repulsed, but 

she was not happy at all. 

It was a strange feeling. Jian Ai couldn’t say for sure, but it differed from before. 

In her daze, Jian Yichen had already arrived in front of Jian Ai. Jian Ai regained her senses and quickly 

smiled. “Yichen.” 

Jian Yichen felt nothing different about Jian Ai. He just opened his bag and took out the PSP and game 

cards Jian Ai had lent him. 

Everything was in a paper bag, and it was well preserved. 

“I’ll return this to you. Thank you for lending it to me!” Jian Yichen looked at Jian Ai. 

Jian Ai was stunned for a moment before asking, “You cleared all of them?” 

Jian Yichen nodded. “Yes, all of them.” 

Jian Ai reached out to take it and smiled at Jian Yichen. “Alright, I’ll take it back. If there are any out-of-

print game cards in the future, I’ll lend them to you to play.” 

“Alright, thank you, Senior.” Jian Yichen nodded seriously, but emotions filled his eyes. 

Jian Ai was a little dazed, but she instantly steadied herself and said to Jian Yichen, “I still have 

something on, so I won’t talk to you anymore. Bye.” 

“Goodbye, Senior!” Jian Yichen pursed his lips and nodded obediently. 

Sitting in the car, Jian Ai looked at Jian Yichen, who was standing by the road, in the rearview mirror. It 

was true that she liked this brother, but when she thought of their relationship, Jian Ai felt strange. 

She still liked their previous relationship. 

Jian Ai went to the company every day when the employees got off work. There were few people left in 

the office area. 

“CEO, you’re here.” Bai Zhou’s secretary was waiting at her post as usual. “I’ve placed the documents on 

the table for you.” 

Jian Ai smiled and nodded. 

After entering the office, Jian Ai was not in the mood to think about anything else. Instead, she quickly 

entered work mode. 

Not long after, the secretary made coffee and brought it in. “CEO, I called to order dinner for you. 

Someone will deliver it later.” 

“Thank you. You should get off work soon,” Jian Ai said. 

The secretary nodded and turned to leave, but she turned around and said, “Oh, right. CEO, I have 

something important to report to you.” 

Jian Ai stopped what she was doing and looked up at the secretary. “What is it?” 



The secretary answered, “The bidding for the reconstruction project in the old district of South City has 

started. Our company is also qualified to bid.” 

Ordinary government projects, be it development, reconstruction, or demolition, required bids. To get a 

government project, one had to compete with many real estate companies at the same time. It could be 

said to be quite intense. 

However, Jian Ai looked at the secretary in surprise. “The bidding starts now? Isn’t South City not 

demolished yet?” 

Jian Ai’s family lived in South City. Although her family had long moved out of South City, as far as she 

knew, South City had been preparing for demolition, but the works had not started yet. 

They did not even demolish it, but the bidding for the reconstruction work was about to start? 

When the secretary heard this, she explained, “I heard the works will start at the end of this month. 

Moreover, the news of the bid was released by the higher-ups, so it must be true. Today, our company 

department held a meeting under the lead of the Vice President. We discussed this matter with each 

other. Everyone agreed that the company is developing vigorously. If we can take down the government 

reconstruction project in South City, it will be like adding wings to a tiger and letting the company gain 

both fame and fortune.” 

Jian Ai nodded. She knew the benefits this project would bring to the company. 

It was not just her East Sea Real Estate. It would definitely be beneficial to any company that could take 

down such a huge government project. 

However, Jian Ai was uncertain about the specifications of South City’s reconstruction project and 

whether her East Sea Real Estate was competitive. If she accidentally got this project, would she be able 

to complete it smoothly? 

These were all obvious factors. Most importantly, the opponents she might face directly were the Jian 

Group, Hongxiang Group, and even Uncle Chen’s Century Group. 

To be honest, Jian Ai was not confident. 

However, although she was not confident, it did not mean that Jian Ai would easily miss such a good 

opportunity. How many times could a city be demolished and rebuilt? If she did not fight for it this time, 

she would probably not have a chance in the future. 

Therefore, Jian Ai looked at the secretary and nodded solemnly. “Tell the vice president tomorrow that 

I’ll write the bidding document myself.” 

The secretary smiled. “Alright, I’ll pass it on.” 

At this moment, Hongxiang Group was holding a meeting about the bid for South City’s reconstruction 

project. 

In the conference room, Lu Youcai looked at the company’s higher-ups and said seriously, “The company 

has to do its best for this bid. Because our biggest competitor, the Jian Group, is already in charge of the 

demolition project in South City, the government might not give the Jian Group the chance to rebuild. 



This is Hongxiang’s opportunity. The biggest competitors we’ll face are Century Group, Dasheng Group, 

and M Group’s East Sea Real Estate!” 

“Among them, this unknown East Sea Real Estate should not to be ignored. As you know, this company’s 

big move this year has caused an unprecedented sensation. The qualifications for South City’s 

reconstruction bid are also on the list. It seems that the government trusts and cares about this 

company, so no matter what, everyone can’t take them lightly!” 

As soon as he finished speaking, Lu Youcai looked at the young man in a suit and said, “Zhao Hua, you’ll 

write the bid this time. Remember, highlight Hongxiang’s advantage so that the higher-ups can confirm 

Hongxiang’s strength immediately when they look at it. Only then can we maximize our chances.” 

The person called Zhao Hua nodded. “Got it, Chairman.” 

Chapter 1113: None of You Will Leave Today 

 

That night, the moon was bright, and the stars were few. The temperature plummeted again, making 

Baiyun City, a city in the north, seem to have entered a cold winter overnight. 

Xiao Zhen’s initial residence was not far from Bai Zhou’s apartment. However, he was born to like 

silence and lived an isolated life in the past. In addition, he needed a wider place to do his research, so 

he moved to a villa with a huge garden in the suburbs recently. 

Xiao Zhen had planted many inexplicable plants in the villa’s garden. These plants were still lively and 

lush in such cold weather. 

At this moment, in the laboratory on the top floor, Xiao Zhen was focused on fiddling with the 

equipment in his hand. From time to time, he would mix various liquids and gases. It was obvious that 

he was doing brand new medical research. 

The surroundings were strangely quiet. One could hear only the sound of various instruments operating 

and the crisp sound of glass containers colliding. 

Xiao Zhen was often the most focused when doing experiments, and he could often enter a state of 

selflessness. 

However, today, he felt that something was wrong with his condition. He could not devote himself to it, 

and his heart had not completely calmed down. 

With a slightly cold expression, Xiao Zhen casually turned off the device. He had always been like this. 

When his condition was not right, he never forced himself to do anything. 

After leaving the laboratory, Xiao Zhen went straight to the living room downstairs. He realized that 

there was a person standing with her back to him under the right wall of the living room. 

That person had a delicate and graceful figure. In Baiyun City, where the temperature had already fallen 

below zero, she was wearing denim hot pants that almost couldn’t cover her buttocks. Her upper body 

was also covered in a black tube top that barely covered her chest. 



The other party raised her head slightly and looked at a famous painting hanging on the wall. 

However, even in such a strange and sudden situation, Xiao Zhen did not react at all. He just stood at the 

stairs and looked at the other party’s back. 

It was obvious that the other party had a motive for coming uninvited. However, Xiao Zhen differed 

from others. He had never been interested in others’ motives. 

Even if the other party was here to kill him. 

“Kanhit’s ‘Angel’s Code.’ This is a painting I’ve been looking for many years,” the person suddenly said 

slowly. Her tone was as casual as if she was chatting with an old friend. “I didn’t expect to see this here.” 

As soon as she finished speaking, this person slowly turned around, revealing her angel-like face. The 

smile on her face was exceptionally warm and bright. 

Her blue eyes were like clear eagle rocks, and her golden hair was soft and bright. She looked beautiful 

and harmless. 

It was Louise. 

However, facing a foreign beauty like Louise, Xiao Zhen slowly said, “Why don’t you leave early after 

looking at the painting? I’m preparing to sleep.” 

“Pfft…” 

Louise covered her mouth and smiled playfully. She looked at Xiao Zhen with glowing eyes. “You’re 

indeed different.” 

Xiao Zhen looked at Louise expressionlessly. No matter how lively she was, Xiao Zhen looked at her 

expressionlessly. He did not even move his feet. 

However, in the next second, Louise, who was standing in front of him, gradually faded. She did not 

disappear immediately, but at a speed visible to the naked eye. She slowly turned transparent until she 

completely disappeared. 

At this moment, Xiao Zhen’s expression finally changed. This woman was an ability user. 

Without waiting for Xiao Zhen to think, Louise’s voice sounded in the empty living room again. “Since 

you plan to sleep, why don’t you keep sleeping?!” 

The voice echoed in the living room, but Louise’s body was nowhere to be seen. Without thinking, Xiao 

Zhen already had his first judgment. This person’s ability was invisibility! 

In the next moment, Xiao Zhen’s spiritual energy instantly spread out. Although they were both ability 

users, Xiao Zhen had the mental cultivation techniques of ancient China, while the other party had those 

of Western. 

Although the two of them were not ordinary people, there was a fundamental difference. 

The air in the living room instantly became chaotic. Black and purple smoke quickly spread out, instantly 

blurring people’s vision. 



Louise’s voice sounded again, but with a faint excitement. “Oh? You’re indeed an ability user. Is this 

smoke poisonous?” 

Xiao Zhen did not respond. Instead, he raised his hand and quickly made a mark. Then, the spreading 

smoke suddenly condensed into the shape of a dragon. In the next second, the poisonous smoke dragon 

started to move quickly in the living room. 

Wherever the smoke dragon passed, it would leave behind a pungent smell that carried physical attack 

power. Anything it hit would get shattered. 

Although Louise was invisible, she was also dodging the smoke dragon’s attack. 

However, Louise was not in a sorry state. She even enjoyed it. Although the smoke dragon was fast, she 

could handle it easily. Her chest did not rise and fall. She had been holding her breath so that she would 

not inhale the poisonous smoke. 

Xiao Zhen’s ability was interesting to her, so Louise didn’t kill him immediately. Instead, she played with 

him with interest. 

From this, it was easy to tell that Louise’s invisibility was just a life-saving ability. Her true strength was 

even stronger. 

At this moment, a white man in a black jacket passed through the wall from the outside. He didn’t 

shatter the wall but passed through it as if it was nothing. 

Xiao Zhen frowned. There was another one? 

“Gale, he’s mine!” 

Louise, who was playing, suddenly appeared behind Gale and looked at him unhappily. 

Gale chuckled. “Andrew said you were too slow and asked me to help you resolve it. It’s too cold 

outside. Everyone is waiting to go back.” 

“Are you here to kill Bai Zhou?” Xiao Zhen suddenly asked. 

Not that he suddenly thought of it, but other than Bai Zhou, the living target, he could not think of a 

reason someone would suddenly attack him. He kept a low profile and did not care about the world. He 

had almost no enemies in this world, so the only possibility was that Bai Zhou had implicated him. 

Gale smiled and said to Xiao Zhen, “Oh, you’ve guessed it!” 

When Xiao Zhen heard this, his expression instantly froze. With a wave of his hand, the smoke dragon 

instantly changed form and became a furious black Taotie! 

Xiao Zhen’s eyes were murderous. He looked at Louise and Gale and said in a low voice, “None of you 

will leave today!” 

Chapter 1114: Immortal Body 

 



As soon as he finished speaking, Xiao Zhen suddenly waved his hand. The Taotie formed by the 

poisonous smoke opened its bloody mouth and pounced at Louise and Gale. 

They knew that the smoke formed it, but that Taotie’s ferocious appearance was exceptionally realistic, 

as if it could devour everything. 

“Get out of the way!” 

Louise didn’t know how powerful this smoke Taotie was, but for safety reasons, she still dodged to the 

side immediately. 

On the other hand, Gale saved himself even more trouble. He took two steps back and passed through 

the wall. 

Louise also hid her body again. 

The coldness on Xiao Zhen’s face intensified. These two people had life-saving abilities and were 

exceptionally troublesome. 

Without waiting for him to take another step, Gale had already passed through the wall again. This time, 

without hesitation, he pulled the trigger and fired wildly at Xiao Zhen. 

The power of the MBK-78 machine gun was self-evident. Countless bullets broke out of the barrel, and 

the shell cases fell to the ground with a clang. Gale laughed crazily and shouted like a demon, “I’ll kill 

you, I’ll kill you. Hahaha…” 

However, Xiao Zhen stood on the spot and let the countless bullets pierce through his body. He did not 

dodge at all, and there was no expression on his face. 

Gale gradually noticed something was wrong, and the smile on his face gradually froze because he 

realized the target had not fallen or even bled. 

The wall behind Xiao Zhen was riddled with holes, but Xiao Zhen did not sustain any injury at all. 

Once he focused, Gale was surprised to discover that when the bullets passed through Xiao Zhen’s body, 

they would cause smoke and ripples. It was as if they had passed through a layer of gas and not his 

body. 

“Damn, what kind of monster is this?” Gale exclaimed. In a moment of distraction, a ball of smoke flew 

over and hit him, sending him flying. 

Bang! Before Gale could use his ability to pass through the wall, his entire body hit the wall behind him. 

Then, a wisp of black and purple gas seemed to have a life of its own. When Gale was not paying 

attention, it directly entered his nostrils. 

Almost instantly, black tendons appeared on Gale’s neck and quickly spread to his limbs. It could be seen 

how poisonous the inconspicuous wisp of purple smoke was. 

“Uh…” 



Gale lay on the ground and twitched in pain. His hands were strangling his neck, and he was in extreme 

pain. He glared at Xiao Zhen. It was unknown if he wanted to remember Xiao Zhen’s appearance or if he 

was asking for help… 

As a mercenary with superpowers, Gale had never failed in any mission. However, that day, he had seen 

a powerful ability that he had never seen before. The person in front of him could turn into smoke that 

even the powerful MBK-78 machine gun could not hurt him at all. 

What Gale did not know was that Xiao Zhen had just used an ability called elementalization in the 

mental cultivation techniques. 

The mental cultivation techniques in ancient times were different, hence abilities cultivated were also 

different. Among them, water, fire, wind, lightning, and so on, were collectively known as elemental 

mental cultivation techniques. 

Xiao Zhen’s smoke was no exception! 

One of the highest levels of the elemental mental cultivation techniques was to elementalize one’s 

body. The Water Heart Technique could turn one’s body into water, and the Fire Heart Technique could 

turn one’s body into fire. 

Xiao Zhen had just used one of the high-level mental cultivation techniques of turning his body into a 

smoke using the smoke element. Any physical attack was useless against Xiao Zhen at that moment. 

If Louise’s invisibility and Gale’s passing through the wall were tricky for Xiao Zhen, then Xiao Zhen’s 

elementalization was almost unsolvable for them. 

For example, when Louise saw Gale was seriously injured, she rushed towards Xiao Zhen at the first 

moment. She had aimed the sharp dagger in her hand at his throat, but the moment she waved it, it was 

as if it cut into the air. There was no sense of touch. 

A layer of smoke rose from Xiao Zhen’s neck before it returned to normal. 

In the next moment, Xiao Zhen felt Louise’s position under the invisibility and immediately waved his 

palm. Louise’s true body instantly appeared, and she flew out and flopped to the ground. 

How powerful! 

Surprise flashed across Louise’s eyes. She did not expect that this person, whom she could not find any 

information about, would be so powerful. 

Fortunately, she did not underestimate her opponent like Gale did at the beginning. Otherwise, the 

person who fell to the ground now might be her! 

“Do you think you can kill whoever you want just because you have special abilities?” Xiao Zhen said 

slowly. He looked at Gale and Louise and said, “You can’t even get past me, so don’t even think about 

hurting Bai Zhou.” 

After all, the woman guarding Bai Zhou was ten thousand times more terrifying than him. 



Gale was still groaning in pain. His skin had turned purple, and his blood vessels had turned black. He 

looked exceptionally in pain, and he looked terrifying. 

Louise’s expression was the same as usual. She only glanced at Gale and said to Xiao Zhen, “Why don’t 

you give him a quick death?!” 

When Xiao Zhen heard this, he looked at Louise expressionlessly. “I won’t kill you. The Sect Master has 

orders to capture you alive!” 

Xiao Zhen said the words ‘Sect Master’ because he knew that even if the people in front of him heard it, 

they would not understand. 

As expected, surprise flashed across Louise’s eyes. The Sect Master has orders? What was this Sect 

Master? 

However, there was no time for her to think too much. Louise had grasped the main point of Xiao Zhen’s 

words, which was that he would not kill them. This meant that although Gale looked a little miserable, 

he was not bound to die! 

As soon as this thought appeared, a smile suddenly filled the corners of Louise’s mouth. Then, she 

waved her hand, and four stone walls sprang to the ground around Xiao Zhen, instantly sealing him off! 

As expected, apart from being able to turn invisible, this Louise hid other more powerful abilities. 

However, how could stone block smoke? 

Xiao Zhen’s body turned into smoke and instantly seeped out from the crack in the stone. Then, it 

formed a human figure again. 

However, Louise and Gale had already disappeared. 

How could Xiao Zhen let prey that had delivered themselves to his door run away? Xiao Zhen raised his 

hand gently, and the black smoke Taotie that was ready to attack instantly broke through the wall and 

chased outside. 

In the dark night, Louise carried the poisoned Gale and ran out quickly. Not that she was running away, 

but she could not kill the target. 

This person called Xiao Zhen could turn his body into smoke. What was the difference between this 

ability and an immortal body? 

Moreover, Gale was already poisoned. If she continued to fight, she would probably die. 

However, at this moment, Louise felt a strong murderous aura coming at her. She subconsciously 

stopped in her tracks. Before she could see anything, a shadow attacked her chest. 

“Pfft…” 

A mouthful of blood spewed out. Louise and Gale, who was on her shoulder, flew backward at the same 

time. Finally, they fell to the ground with a bang. 

Chapter 1115: It’s Not Good to Stay Here for Long 



 

This attack was too sudden. Louise only felt a strong expert’s aura, but before she could see anything, it 

already sent her flying. 

Louise fell to the ground. It was as if a thousand kilograms of stone had hit her chest. A suffocating 

feeling accumulated in her body, as if all her strength had been sucked out. She had no time to care 

about Gale, who had fallen to the side. 

She tried to use her ability to hide her body, but because she was too injured, her body kept appearing 

and disappearing. She was like an old television with a poor signal and could not completely turn 

invisible. 

Therefore, Louise already knew that she could not even protect herself now. 

At this moment, she realized that a black figure was slowly appearing in the dark. That slender figure, 

who was dressed in black, almost blended into the night. Under the night sky, his footsteps were slow, 

but he paused in every step, like an Asura in the dark. 

The person who suddenly attacked Louise at an extremely fast speed was one of the twelve guards, the 

Shadow Asura, Si Yuehan! 

Under the dim moonlight, Louise could see Si Yuehan’s cold face. When Louise saw the youth in front of 

her, she could not hide her shock. 

If she remembered correctly, this youth was the orphan Prince Bai Zhou brought back from China to 

Qiusi! 

He was actually such a powerful expert. His speed was so fast that he did not give her any chance to 

react. 

Not only that, but this seemingly thin youth also had an unbearable attack power. With his extremely 

terrifying speed, this attack could severely injure her to the point that she could not get up. 

At this moment, Louise suddenly understood why the people Leader Hans sent for the assassination 

mission were completely wiped out. It was because none of the people around Prince Bai Zhou was easy 

to provoke. 

At this moment, Xiao Zhen was standing on the black smoke Taotie and slowly floating over from the 

villa. When he saw Si Yue, who had suddenly appeared, Xiao Zhen was slightly stunned. “Si Yue?” 

When Si Yue saw that Xiao Zhen was not injured, he could not help but secretly heave a sigh of relief. 

Then, he quickly walked to Xiao Zhen’s side. “Brother Xiao Zhen, are you okay?” 

Xiao Zhen shook his head gently. His gaze landed on Louise, who was lying on the ground. Then, he said 

softly, “They’re here to kill Bai Zhou. Both of them are ability users like that man called Lei.” 

Shock flashed across Si Yue’s eyes. Both of them were ability users? 

Xiao Zhen said, “And it’s not just the two of them.” 



It was because Xiao Zhen remembered what the poisoned White man had said when he appeared. He 

had said to this woman, “Andrew said you were too slow.” 

This sentence proved that there was another person called Andrew. 

Later, he said, “It’s too cold outside. Everyone is waiting to go back.” 

The word ‘everyone’ clearly meant that there was someone else besides these two people and the 

person called Andrew. 

There were at least four people who came to assassinate Bai Zhou this time. If all of them were ability 

users, it had to be said that the previous two failures had forced the other party into the corner. 

When Si Yue heard this, he said, “Brother Bai Zhou used his prophet’s ability to sense that you were in 

danger, so everyone came over together. They’ll be here soon.” 

Obviously, Si Yue relied on his power of darkness to arrive first to support Xiao Zhen, while the rest were 

already on the way. 

Xiao Zhen nodded and waved a purple smoke. This woman was injured, but her abilities were special. It 

was better to control her in advance. 

Unexpectedly, at this moment, before Xiao Zhen could do anything with the poisonous smoke, a gust of 

wind suddenly appeared in the calm night. 

The violent wind was incomparably turbulent, and in an instant, it blew away Xiao Zhen’s black smoke 

Taotie. Even the poisonous smoke that Xiao Zhen had planned to use to control Louise disappeared. 

Sand and rocks covered the sky, making the night with already low visibility instantly become even more 

obscure. 

With Si Yue’s thin figure, if not for his stable base, he would have long been blown away. 

“Si Yue, be careful!” Seeing this, Xiao Zhen immediately waved a stream of rapidly flowing smoke as a 

defense, covering his and Si Yue’s bodies. “Their people are here.” 

However, when the other party activated his ability, he was clearly hiding in the dark. Moreover, he 

suddenly attacked when the two of them were not paying attention. He used such a move that 

disturbed their vision. It was obvious that the other party’s goal was to save someone. 

The strong wind came and went quickly. In just a few seconds, it dissipated. 

When he couldn’t feel the wind, Xiao Zhen dispersed the shield formed by smoke. When he looked at 

the spot where Louise and Gale were just now, there was no one there. 

The other party’s companion controlled the wind and swept the seriously injured Louise and Gale away. 

Xiao Zhen frowned and said to Si Yuehan without thinking, “We can’t let them run away like this. Si Yue, 

chase!” 

In terms of speed, who was Si Yuehan’s match? 

As soon as Xiao Zhen finished speaking, Si Yuehan’s figure instantly disappeared from the spot. 



Seeing this, Xiao Zhen quickly chased after them. 

At this moment, a black business car was parked in an empty space outside Xiao Zhen’s villa. Andrew 

and Eugene stood in front of the car and waited uneasily. 

With a bang, two bodies fell from the sky and landed on the soft soil in front of the car. 

In the next second, Robert’s figure gradually appeared, and his expression was extremely ugly. 

“Fortunately, you let me go in to receive them. If I were a little late, the other party would have caught 

Louise and Gale,” Robert said to Andrew. 

When Eugene saw that Louise and Gale were both injured, she couldn’t help but turn pale with fright, 

especially at the sight of Gale. His entire body had changed color, and he felt like he didn’t have long to 

live. 

“How did this happen?!” 

Eugene hurried forward and anxiously observed Louise and Gale’s condition. 

Louise endured the pain and said with difficulty, “Leave quickly. We can’t stay here for long!” 

At this moment, Andrew’s expression was not good. They had taken the initiative, but they had lost so 

badly. One was seriously injured, and the other’s life and death was unknown. 

“Let’s leave first!” 

Andrew announced their retreat in time. With two injured people, it was not suitable for them to fight 

the other party anymore. They could only consider it later. 

Eugene supported Louise while Robert went forward to carry the unconscious Gale. They were about to 

get into the car when they suddenly felt a chill behind their backs! 

They were all international killers who were extremely sensitive to murderous auras. Almost at the same 

time, they turned around and saw a black shadow that was almost invisible to the naked eye flashing 

over in the dark night. In the next second, it was already right in front of them! 

Chapter 1116: Everyone Was Here 

 

A powerful pressure followed. It was the aura emitted by an expert. 

Under the power of darkness, Si Yue quickly kicked out. His target was Robert, who was carrying Gale 

beside Andrew! 

The reason he aimed at Robert was that he was carrying Gale on his shoulder, who was already 

poisoned. Although it would not be fatal for a while, if they took him away, Gale would not live long. 

The Sect Master said that no matter how many people the other party sent, they had to capture them 

alive. 



Therefore, although Si Yue’s attack seemed to restrain the enemy, he was actually saving the person 

called Gale. 

However, in the next moment, a hand suddenly reached out and grabbed Si Yue’s right foot. 

This scene was sudden. Even Si Yue did not expect that under the power of darkness, where his speed 

could reach twelve hundred times that of an ordinary person, someone would see his movements. 

The person who suddenly grabbed Si Yue’s right foot was Andrew. 

Andrew’s attack immediately revealed Si Yue’s figure. When Andrew saw Si Yue’s face, his expression 

froze. “You’re Si Yuehan!” 

Si Yue calmed himself down in time and snorted at the stunned Andrew. “It seems that you’ve done 

sufficient homework!” 

As soon as he finished speaking, Si Yue took advantage of Andrew’s daze and spun his entire body 

counterclockwise in the air. He aimed his left foot at Andrew’s chin and kicked him. He was so fast that it 

left only a blurry afterimage on the spot. 

Andrew was caught off guard and took a step back. He let go of Si Yuehan’s right foot. 

In the next second, Si Yuehan appeared ten meters away from them and easily escaped Andrew’s 

control. 

This strange movement technique was undoubtedly a supernatural existence in their eyes. This was 

something Andrew did not expect. 

Although he had prepared for the existence of ability users beside Prince Bai Zhou, he did not expect 

that the orphan Prince Bai Zhou brought back from China was also an ability user. 

Or were the people around Prince Bai Zhou all ability users? 

As soon as this thought appeared, Andrew couldn’t help but feel a chill run down his spine. If what he 

thought was true, they had already lost two people. There was almost no chance of winning against the 

six people on the other side. 

Without waiting for Andrew to consider, Si Yuehan attacked again. 

Although Andrew had grabbed his right foot as soon as he attacked and let Si Yue know how powerful 

this man was, he could still stall for time. 

As long as Sister Chi Lian arrived, these people would have no way to resist! 

The black shadow flashed quickly in the night. Seeing this, Andrew couldn’t help but shout, “Robert, stop 

him!” 

As soon as he finished speaking, Robert carried Gale with one hand and raised the other. A blue vortex 

spun in his palm like an eye of the wind. 

Wind instantly rose in the surroundings. Under the trembling of the wind, the airflow formed countless 

wind blades that flew out crazily without a target. 



Because he could not capture Si Yuehan’s figure, Robert could only try his luck with a huge number. The 

wind blades were colorless, transparent, and dense. He did not believe that no matter how fast the 

other party was, he could dodge them all! 

“Eugene, bring Louise to the car first,” Andrew said. While Robert restrained Si Yuehan, he started to 

plan how to escape with his companions. 

Eugene nodded and turned around. Just as she was about to open the car door and stuff the seriously 

injured Louise into the car, a strange scene happened. 

The commercial vehicle parked behind them moved by itself. 

It did not rely on the wheels to move forward and backward. Instead,an inexplicable force controlled it 

and moved horizontally. 

Eugene was shocked and exclaimed, “Andrew!” 

Andrew turned around and saw that their car had already moved two meters away. Because the car was 

too heavy, when the wheels moved horizontally, the tires left two deep gullies in the ground. 

Not far away, four people were walking towards them. 

The person in the lead was none other than Jian Ai. Beside her were Bai Zhou, Chi Lian, and Chi Yang. 

The person who controlled the car was Jian Ai. 

Jian Ai aimed her hand at the car and could easily control its movements. Faint white genuine energy 

spread from her fingertips. After this period of cultivation, her control of objects had reached an 

advanced level. A mere car was nothing. 

Without waiting for Andrew and the rest to react, Jian Ai waved her hand. The commercial vehicle, 

which weighed over a ton, soared into the sky. The thick car spun in the air for two rounds before the 

chassis faced up and the car smashed to the ground. 

All of this was as easy as throwing away a toy car. Jian Ai’s expression was indifferent and effortless. 

Chi Yang raised his hands at the same time. Green genuine energy appeared in his left hand and blue 

genuine energy appeared in his right hand. He muttered, “Tide Life Technique, the source of strength!” 

“Tide Life Technique, the source of speed!” 

Under the power of darkness, Si Yuehan instantly received the enhancement of Chi Yang’s auxiliary 

abilities. His speed and strength increased by fifty percent, and his entire figure became even faster. 

Although Robert’s wind blades were very dense, they could not withstand Si Yue’s speed, which had 

reached its peak with Chi Yang’s help. Before Robert could react, a punch landed on his chest and he 

flew backward. 

1 



Andrew was shocked. He had been distracted just now. When Robert used his abilities, his main body 

was his greatest weakness, and he should be protecting him. He did not expect Si Yuehan to speed up. 

He had been careless just now, giving the other party an opportunity to attack. 

Si Yuehan’s attack was enhanced by Chiyang’s Tide Life Technique. It was an even heavier blow than the 

one he had used on Louise before. Robert immediately felt his internal organs being twisted together by 

this punch. His chest was burning as if a raging fire was burning in his body. 

There was a metallic taste in his throat. Robert fell to the ground and spat out a mouthful of blood. 

As Robert fell, the strong wind gradually dissipated. Jian Ai and the rest stopped not far away, and Si Yue 

returned to the team immediately. 

At the same time, Xiao Zhen found them. 

Other than Yun Buyao, who was not in Baiyun City, everyone who was present when Andrew arranged 

the first operation was present now. 

“Sect Master, that bald Black man is very strong. He could withstand an attack from my power of 

darkness out of thin air,” Si Yue reported the other party’s situation. 

Jian Ai nodded in understanding. 

She was supposed to be working overtime in the company, but she suddenly received news from Bai 

Zhou that he had sensed that Xiao Zhen was in danger. 

Chapter 1117: Jian Ai Strikes 

 

Therefore, without thinking too much, Jian Ai met up with Bai Zhou and the rest and rushed towards 

Xiao Zhen’s villa in the suburbs. 

Seeing that Xiao Zhen was fine, Jian Ai and the rest heaved a sigh of relief like Si Yue. 

Bai Zhou sized up the expressionless Xiao Zhen and was puzzled. “Eh? Why are you fine? I clearly sensed 

your danger!” 

As a prophet of the twelve guards, Bai Zhou’s ability was relatively special. 

His abilities were divided into two situations: active perception and passive perception. Active 

perception was that he could activate his abilities as a prophet to find the location of the ancient sect 

members and the Sect Master. 

The so-called passive perception was an ability that only worked on the twelve guards and the Sect 

Master. When someone among the twelve guards and the Sect Master was injured, Bai Zhou would 

suddenly sense something abnormal. 

Tonight, he felt that Xiao Zhen was in danger, which meant that Xiao Zhen must have been hurt. 

Xiao Zhen looked up at Bai Zhou and said coldly, “I was hit by at least a hundred bullets just now.” 



Although Xiao Zhen would not be injured by physical attacks in his elemental state, those bullets had 

pierced through his body, so Bai Zhou could sense them. 

However, Bai Zhou did not know that Xiao Zhen could elementalize his body. 

Not only did Bai Zhou not know, but no one other than himself knew how capable Xiao Zhen was. 

“Master, discuss this with Lord Xiao Zhen later. These people are obviously here for you,” Chi Yang 

whispered. 

When Bai Zhou heard this, he quickly reacted. His expression immediately changed, and he pretended to 

be not to be trifled with. 

Looking at the experts surrounding Bai Zhou, the current Bai Zhou was taking advantage of their power 

to throw his weight about. 

Andrew looked at the people on Jian Ai’s side, but there was no fear in his eyes. He was a Black, so it 

was difficult for others to see the fearless expression on his face in the dark. However, his eyes were 

shockingly bright and filled with determination. 

This was the first time the strongest team with five people in their mercenary group had gone on a 

mission. Unexpectedly, after a fight, Xiao Zhen’s poison controlled one of them, and Si Yuehan severely 

injured the other two. 

Now, only he and Eugene were left. 

Andrew had already weighed the other party’s strength in his heart. He also knew that their fates were 

probably doomed this time. 

Jian Ai stood on the spot. Her petite body was as weak as a leaf in front of Andrew’s burly figure, but the 

hidden anger in her starry eyes was even more turbulent than Andrew’s. 

These people chose Xiao Zhen to attack first. It was easy for Jian Ai to guess that the person hiding 

behind the scenes hated them and expanded their target from Bai Zhou to all of them. 

Fortunately, nothing happened to Xiao Zhen. Otherwise, Jian Ai could not guarantee that she would not 

burn these people to ashes on the spot. 

However, even so, it did not mean that she could easily turn the page. The other party was here to take 

their lives. Just based on this, Jian Ai had no desire to negotiate with the other party. 

In such a situation, the best way was to use strength to speak and use the most direct method to let the 

other party know who was stronger and who was weaker. Let the other party regret having designs on 

the people from the ancient sect! 

With this thought in mind, Jian Ai was the first to attack. 

As the Sect Master, although she did not know if she could take charge with her current strength, she 

would not stand by and do nothing in such a situation. If possible, she naturally hoped that she could get 

rid of these people personally. 



Jian Ai raised her hand and waved it. A thousand-pound stone statue under the corner of the wall not 

far away flew up and smashed towards Andrew’s head. 

Andrew’s eyebrows furrowed. He looked at the flying stone statue and didn’t dodge. He raised his hand 

and punched the stone statue. 

With a loud bang, the stone statue instantly shattered into countless rocks under Andrew’s fist. Looking 

at Andrew, he stood on the spot without moving or even showing any abnormal reaction. 

Everyone was stunned, especially Bai Zhou, who didn’t have any abilities. He couldn’t help but widen his 

eyes and roar, “Oh my, what kind of fist is this?” 

Si Yuehan also frowned. Even if he wanted to take on a stone statue of that level with the power of 

darkness, he would probably have to rely on Chi Yang’s Tide Life Technique. 

This person shattered the stone statue so easily. 

What abnormal strength! 

Jian Ai quickly regained her composure. She raised her hands, and the ground trembled. Then, everyone 

realized that the ground was gradually cracking. Two huge ravines were flying towards Andrew and 

Eugene like snakes. 

Bai Zhou and the rest were shocked. They did not expect the Sect Master to master a mental cultivation 

technique other than controlling objects. 

It shocked Andrew and Eugene when they saw this. The two of them immediately recognized that the 

person in the lead was the fifteen-year-old boss behind Prince Bai Zhou’s company. 

However, this person was also an ability user, and her abilities were so strange and varied. 

There was no time for the two of them to think. Andrew and Eugene retreated one after another, but 

the ravines rushed forward as if they had eyes. The bulge under the ground seemed to contain 

enormous energy. Andrew and Eugene did not dare to take this blow head-on. 

At this moment, Louise, who was dragged by Eugene and who was seriously injured, waved her hand 

with difficulty with her remaining consciousness and energy. 

A thick stone wall suddenly rushed out from the ground. Seeing this, Xiao Zhen couldn’t help but frown. 

This woman had also formed a stone wall in the villa to block his escape. 

He did not expect she would use this move for her companions now. 

The ravines hit the stone wall, and a loud bang instantly sounded in the silent night. Mud flew 

everywhere as the ground exploded. Jian Ai’s mental cultivation technique also shattered the stone wall 

that Louise created, but it also resolved Jian Ai’s attack. 

“Eugene, we can’t be so passive anymore. Let’s fight it out with them!” 

Andrew took this opportunity to catch his breath and said to Eugene. 



The other party’s strength was too strange. If they kept being beaten up passively, they would not be 

able to hold on for long. 

Eugene panicked. “What about Louise and the rest?” 

“Eugene, don’t worry about us. Think of a way to escape!” Louise said weakly. However, because she 

had just used her ability, it increased the burden on her severely injured body. After saying that, she 

spat out another mouthful of blood. 

When Eugene heard Louise’s words, complicated emotions filled her eyes. However, the current 

situation did not allow her to be emotional. She gritted her teeth and placed Louise on the ground. 

In the next second, a golden light suddenly burst out of Eugene’s eyes as she chanted an incantation 

that no one could understand. 

Chapter 1118: Someone Has to Live 

 

For a moment, the surrounding air became chaotic. The short golden hair on Eugene’s head danced with 

the wind. 

Eugene’s seemingly weak body burst out with shocking energy. Even Chi Lian felt the heat of this power. 

She immediately took a step forward and shielded everyone behind her. “Sect Master, be careful!” 

As soon as she finished speaking, Eugene’s entire body emitted light. The light was extremely dazzling, 

instantly turning the night sky into day. 

When Andrew discovered the ability Eugene was using, he couldn’t help but widen his eyes in horror. 

“Eugene, stop. You’re crazy!” 

Eugene seemed to have heard nothing. The energy around her became greater and hotter. Under the 

night sky, countless light spots floated around Eugene. The light spots were like glowing bees or densely 

packed fireflies. They were beautiful but also had an extremely dangerous aura. 

“What is this?” 

Chi Yang looked at the move Eugene was using and was surprised. This golden light reminded her of the 

man called Lei who used lightning. 

At this moment, the energy that Eugene exuded seemed to be stronger than lightning. 

“Eugene, stop!” 

Andrew shouted in horror, but he was afraid of Eugene’s energy and didn’t dare to approach. He just 

kept asking her to stop. 

In the next second, Eugene suddenly opened her hands, and her eyes shone with golden light. The 

countless light spots seemed to have been injected with life as they rushed towards Jian Ai and the rest. 

Each light spot was only the size of a soybean, but Jian Ai and the rest could feel that each light spot 

contained extremely powerful energy. 



Chi Yang didn’t dare to underestimate her. He immediately formed a curse seal with her hand and 

shouted, “Mystic Turtle Shield!” 

This was the most advanced defensive move of Chi Yang’s auxiliary mental cultivation techniques. The 

Mystic Turtle was one of the four ancient divine beasts. Its shell had the strength to withstand all 

attacks. 

However, Chi Yang’s mental cultivation technique had yet to mature. He was not sure if he could 

withstand Eugene’s overwhelming attack. 

At this moment, Chi Lian suddenly jumped and escaped the protection of Chiyang’s Mystic Turtle Shield, 

floating in the air. 

“Chi Lian!” 

“Sister!” 

Jian Ai, Chi Yang, and the rest exclaimed. Was Chi Lian going to rely on her own strength to withstand 

Eugene’s all-out attack? 

Chi Lian’s long red hair fluttered behind her, and her long and narrow eyes revealed a trace of arrogance 

and cunningness. She was ranked one of the top three in the twelve guards, so how could she hide 

under a turtle shell? 

Her red lips parted slightly, and Chi Lian gently raised her hand with bright red nails. She said calmly, 

“Holy Light—Seven Stars of Judgment!” 

As soon as she finished speaking, seven dazzling arrays suddenly flashed behind Chi Lian. In the middle 

of the array was the shape of a six-pointed star. There were complicated patterns engraved on the 

outside, and it looked like seven beautiful golden totems. 

Before everyone could exclaim at the beauty of Chi Lian’s ability, they saw the seven arrays emit a 

dazzling golden light and suddenly shoot out. 

In the next moment, it collided with Eugene’s golden light spots. An extremely dazzling golden light 

appeared. Everyone closed their eyes at the same time, but the light still hurt their eyes. 

There was no loud bang as expected. Chi Lian did not use the Seven Stars of Judgment to forcefully 

collide with Eugene’s move. Instead, she used her stronger strength to devour Eugene’s ultimate move. 

Everything happened silently, except for the golden holy light that did not dissipate for a long time. 

After a while, the golden light dissipated, and night enveloped everything again. 

Everyone slowly opened their eyes and saw Andrew rush forward to hug Eugene’s limp body. 

“Eugene! Eugene!” Andrew dragged Eugene’s body and shouted. 

At this moment, Eugene seemed to have used up all her strength. Her limbs hung limply, and she forced 

herself to look at Andrew. “Why… why didn’t you escape…” 

“Why did you use it? Are you crazy?!” Andrew shouted with heartache. 



The corners of Eugene’s mouth twitched. She said weakly, “Someone… has to live…” 

The reason Eugene used her strongest move just now was naturally because she hoped to wipe out the 

other party in one fell swoop. However, if that didn’t work, she could also buy enough time for Andrew 

to escape safely while the golden light shone. 

Because no matter what, the five of them could not all die here. The others had already lost their ability 

to move. Only she had another move that could create an opportunity for Andrew. 

Andrew’s eyes were red as he looked up at Jian Ai and the rest. There was also Chi Lian, who had easily 

resolved Eugene’s strongest killing move at the cost of her lifespan. 

That move just now would reduce Eugene’s lifespan by ten years every time she used it. Ever since she 

mastered it, this was the first time she had used it. 

Chi Lian was a complete stranger to Andrew. They had investigated before and did not find such a 

person. This red-haired woman was clearly the strongest presence among the other party. 

Eugene’s physical strength had reached her limit. She slowly closed her eyes and fainted. 

Andrew laid her flat on the ground and stood up. His entire aura revealed immense anger and mania. 

Andrew, who had always been calm and controlled, was already on the verge of violence. 

Whoosh. It was the sound of fire. 

Jian Ai and the rest widened their eyes. Andrew had turned into a burning man without warning. 

The raging fire burned his body, and even his eyes turned scarlet. 

“Oh my, isn’t he hurt?” Bai Zhou exclaimed. 

Jian Ai was already incomparably shocked. She said to them, “These people’s abilities are completely 

different from the mental cultivation techniques we know. They seem to be another transcendent 

existence.” 

As soon as Jian Ai finished speaking, Andrew suddenly punched out. A tongue of fire that was like a 

swimming dragon whistled over, and everything it passed was charred. 

Before the tongue of fire could reach them, the second and third tongues of fire had already arrived. 

Not long after, there was a sea of fire, and countless tongues of fire bombarded Chi Yang’s Mystic Turtle 

Shield. 

Even though they were hiding inside, they could feel the heat of the fire gradually permeating. In almost 

a few seconds, the heat already diluted the air in the Mystic Turtle Shield. 

Andrew seemed to be violent and disorderly, but he had the intention to kill. 

Seeing this, Chi Lian, who was in the air, quickly waved her hand and shot out a few beams of light. The 

red light in Andrew’s eyes intensified. He waved his hand and a few lava streams collided with Chi Lian’s 

light in the air before turning into black smoke. 

Chi Lian was stunned when she saw this. This person not only controlled fire, but also lava! 



Chapter 1119: Chi Lian Was Terrifying! 

 

“Ah!” 

At this moment, Andrew, who was covered in flames, roared. His voice shook the sky like an angry ape. 

At this moment, the flames on his body seemed to have been infused with power, and they became 

even more turbulent and hotter than before. 

Andrew suddenly raised his hands above his head and smashed them against the ground. 

With a loud bang, dust instantly rose from the ground. The originally stable ground suddenly shook from 

Andrew’s attack. Jian Ai and the rest fell back and immediately supported each other to stabilize their 

bodies. 

“This person is powerful. The power he can unleash is terrifying,” Si Yue said as he looked at Andrew in 

the distance. 

The fact that he had shattered the stone statue with a single strike just now was enough to make 

everyone fear his strength, but now that he was covered in flames, Andrew’s strength had definitely 

increased by a few times. 

Jian Ai’s expression was like ice. This person was very powerful. Si Yue, who relied on speed for close 

combat, could do nothing to him. Xiao Zhen had just tried to launch a sneak attack with poisonous 

smoke, but before the smoke could approach, the other party’s scorching aura had already corroded it. 

Jian Ai knew very well that with her current strength, she could not hurt this person at all. 

All the odds were on Chi Lian alone. 

In the next second, Andrew struck the ground again, and the ground shook violently. At this moment, 

lava surged from the ravines formed by the shattering ground. 

The lava made a hissing sound, but its speed was shockingly fast. Before it could approach Jian Ai and 

the rest, everyone could already feel the heat that was enough to destroy everything. 

Seeing this, Chi Lian immediately landed in front of Jian Ai and the rest. There was no panic on her cold 

face. She put her hands together and shouted, “Holy Light—Gate of Enlightenment!” 

As soon as she finished speaking, a golden light shone in front of Chi Lian. An ancient door from another 

world suddenly appeared. The door slowly opened. Nothing could be seen inside. There was only a 

beam of holy light that made people unable to look straight at it. 

The Gate of Enlightenment seemed to contain a terrifying power that could devour everything. In the 

next second, it absorbed all the lava that Andrew had created. 

The door closed with a bang and spun rapidly in front of everyone. The door gradually shrank and finally 

disappeared! 



Other than Chi Yang, this was the first time the others had seen Chi Lian’s abilities. They did not expect 

her strength to be so terrifying. Although her moves looked fancy, they had to admit the magnificence 

and beauty of all her skills, as well as the abnormality of these moves. 

Bai Zhou had once said that although the strength of the twelve guards could not be ranked by ranking, 

the top three were exceptions because these three people were monsters! 

Seeing that it was true, everyone looked at Chi Lian’s actions and stood rooted to the ground, 

dumbfounded. 

Chi Lian did not give Andrew any chance to catch his breath. This fiery ape had obviously locked onto the 

Sect Master, Bai Zhou, and the rest. The moves he used were all fatal moves. She had to finish him off 

quickly! 

Chi Lian’s long red hair suddenly danced. She opened her fingers and formed a complicated curse mark 

in the next second. Then, she shouted, “Holy Type—Scorpion Sting!” 

As soon as she finished speaking, several golden lights suddenly appeared behind Chi Lian, like countless 

golden tails. 

Everyone looked closely. At the end of the golden lights was the shape of a shiny scorpion tail, but it was 

completely golden. 

Then, Chi Lian waved her hand mercilessly, and the golden lights shot towards Andrew at the speed of 

light. 

Andrew could catch Si Yue’s attack with his bare hands, but against Chi Lian’s light speed attack, he had 

no room to retaliate. 

In front of Chi Lian’s absolute strength, even Andrew, the strongest among the five, could not retaliate. 

With a loud bang, all the golden lights hit Andrew’s burning body. Andrew flew backward and finally hit 

the commercial vehicle that Jian Ai had overturned. 

Because of his strength, the car instantly caved in, and Andrew’s body was embedded inside. 

Even so, the flames on Andrew’s body did not decrease at all. It could be seen that although Chi Lian’s 

attack hit him, it did not cause too heavy a blow to him. 

Just like how after Louise was severely injured by Si Yue, she could not continue to use her invisibility 

ability. Now that Andrew’s flames were still there, it meant that he was not seriously injured. 

Other than his terrifying strength, Andrew’s resistance was also extremely terrifying. 

Seeing this, Chi Lian did not show mercy. The curse mark on her finger instantly changed shape. “Holy 

Type Two—Golden Snow Dance!” 

As soon as she finished speaking, countless golden snowflakes suddenly appeared in the sky, instantly 

illuminating the ink-like night. Before anyone could sigh at this beautiful scene, these snowflakes fell 

rapidly like meteors and smashed towards Andrew. 

Boom! Boom! 



With a loud bang, the car instantly shattered into a pile of scrap metal. Chi Lian’s powerful attack hit 

Andrew again, and he was bathed in a golden light. It was so dazzling that Jian Ai and the rest could not 

see the situation in front of them. 

“Hiss…” 

A long sound of flames extinguishing sounded, and the golden light dissipated. Only then could Jian Ai 

and the rest see that Andrew, who was not far away, was standing with black smoke emitting from his 

entire body… He was naked. 

It was unknown if his clothes had been burned away by the flames or destroyed by Chi Lian’s attack. 

However, he refused to fall despite such injuries. 

His steel-like will made Jian Ai and the rest look at this leader in a different light. This was because he 

knew that if he fell, the five of them would become fish on the enemy’s chopping board, waiting to be 

slaughtered. 

Seeing this, Chi Lian smiled in disdain. In her opinion, Andrew was undoubtedly putting on a brave front 

and struggling needlessly! 

Raising her hand gently, Chi Lian condensed a golden spear with immense energy at her fingertips. She 

aimed it at the distant Andrew. With a move of her fingers, the spear suddenly shot out! 

Chi Lian’s attacks were all at the speed of light, leaving no room for anyone to react. However, at this 

moment, a rectangular mirror suddenly appeared out of thin air in front of the powerless Andrew. 

When the golden spear that should have pierced Andrew’s body met the mirror, not only did it not 

shatter the mirror, but the mirror also absorbed it. 

This scene made the corners of Chi Lian’s eyes move in surprise. At this moment, a pressure that only 

powerhouses had instantly appeared around her. 

In mid-air, an extremely enchanting figure gradually appeared. When Andrew felt this aura, the last bit 

of nerves that he had forcefully hung on suddenly shattered, and his body leaned back. 

However, there was a smile on his lips. He looked at the night sky and muttered, “Irene…” 

Chapter 1120: The Witch of Mirrors, Irene 

 

The dark clouds covered most of the moon, and a strong and surging aura silently enveloped it. 

Jian Ai and the rest looked up at the same time and saw a slender figure standing in front of the moon 

under the night sky. A shadow covered her face, making people want to peek. 

The woman’s figure was slender, and her tight outfit outlined her outstanding talent. Her hair fell to her 

ankles and slowly fluttered in the night wind. 

Her left arm was slightly lowered, and her right hand was open at the side. On her palm floated a crystal 

ball that flickered with a cold light. 



This person was the strongest mercenary in the International Mercenary Group. She was like a queen in 

the six-man team, the Witch of Mirrors, Irene! 

Therefore, when Andrew felt Irene’s powerful aura, he fell to the ground in relief. In his understanding, 

as long as Irene attacked, no one could stop her from taking her companions away. 

This was Andrew’s respect for Irene’s powerful strength and his deep trust in his companions. 

“What a powerful pressure. This person can appear in silence and float in the air like Chi Lian. We can’t 

underestimate her strength!” Bai Zhou immediately said, albeit coldly, as he stared at Irene in the sky. 

He had mixed feelings. How much effort did the mastermind put into killing him to find so many ability 

users? 

Although Bai Zhou knew that there might be many ability users in this world, he did not know if he 

should be happy or angry that six of them had gathered in order to take his life. 

“Protect the Sect Master. This person’s strength might not be below mine!” Chi Lian suddenly said, the 

vigilance in her tone obvious. 

When everyone heard this, their hearts tightened. Before they even fought, Chi Lian had already 

confirmed the other party’s strength. Seemed like the other party had released an exerting pressure on 

everyone, that even Chi Lian was on guard. 

Irene, who was in the air, said nothing. She only gently swept her gaze across the tragic scene below her. 

Her five companions, including Andrew, had been completely wiped out. Although they were still 

breathing, they had already suffered defeat and could not fight anymore. 

No one could tell if she was happy or angry with her expression under the shadows, but Irene’s next 

action was enough to prove that she did not plan to let go of the culprit who hurt her companions. 

Crack! Crack! Crack! 

In the silent night, crisp sounds suddenly sounded one after another. Seeing this, everyone couldn’t help 

but widen their eyes. 

Mirrors appeared in the sky one after another. The appearance of the mirrors did not differ from 

ordinary mirrors. However, at that moment, those mirrors were arranged neatly in the air. Not long 

after, there were dozens of them! 

“Everyone, be careful!” 

Chi Lian’s expression was gloomy as she entered a defensive state. However, she could not see through 

the enemy she was facing. She did not know what strange ability the other party had, so she did not act 

rashly. 

However, as soon as Chi Lian finished speaking, a golden light flashed in the center of the floating 

mirrors. 

The golden light seemed to fly rapidly in the mirror. At this moment, the mirrors in the sky were more 

like a movie screen, and the golden light inside was what was playing. 



Perhaps it was their imagination, but as the golden light became clearer, they gradually saw what the 

golden light in the mirror was. 

“This is…” 

Chi Yang muttered, and the others were shocked. 

This was because they realized that the golden light in the mirror was nothing else but the golden spear 

that Chi Lian had made herself! 

Chi Lian initially planned to use it to give Andrew a final blow, but Irene’s mirror absorbed it at the last 

moment. 

However, at that exact moment, there were dozens of Chi Lian’s golden spears as there were dozens of 

mirrors in the sky. 

The spears became more and more realistic. In the end, they suddenly rushed out of the mirror and 

turned into physical bodies. They shot at everyone at the same speed as Chi Lian’s spear. 

Chi Lian was shocked and quickly used the ‘Gate of Enlightenment’ again, absorbing all the powerful 

golden spears. 

At first glance, Chi Lian’s ‘Gate of Enlightenment’ and Irene’s mirror seemed to have the same ability, 

which was to absorb the attacks released by the other party. 

However, the difference was that not only could Irene’s mirror absorb attacks, but they could also 

replicate it! 

An attack absorbed by a mirror could be replicated through dozens of mirrors at the same time. If they 

had not seen such a terrifying ability with their own eyes, no one would believe it. 

“The other party has such a strong person!” Jian Ai muttered. At this moment, she felt things were 

tricky. 

Chi Lian’s attack power was powerful, but against the other party’s ability, not only could she easily 

resolve Chi Lian’s attack, but she could also replicate it and counterattack dozens of times. 

Moreover, it was obvious that the stronger the attack power released against her, the stronger the 

attack power she returned. 

Therefore, even Chi Lian did not dare to attack rashly. 

However, even if Chi Lian did not attack, it did not mean that Irene would stop fighting. Her ability was 

not just to use the enemy’s attack to counterattack. 

The crystal ball in Irene’s hand suddenly lit up, and the dozens of mirrors in the air moved. 

Crack! Crack! Crack! 

The mirrors quickly arranged themselves around Jian Ai and the rest, making crisp sounds from time to 

time. In the blink of an eye, they were completely wrapped in mirrors, like a house constructed from 

mirrors. 



Their figures appeared in every mirror, as if they were locked in a kaleidoscope. 

“Oh no!” Chi Lian immediately growled. However, before she could say anything, the dozens of mirrors 

surrounding everyone spat out poisonous nets as thin as silk. 

The poisonous nets attacked from all directions at the same time. They covered the sky and the earth. 

The nets emitted smoke and hissed, as if they were extremely corrosive. 

Just looking at it, one would feel that it was extremely poisonous. If it touched a person, they would 

probably die on the spot. 

At this moment, Xiao Zhen suddenly stood up. 

He quickly rushed to Chi Lian’s side and opened his arms. At the same time, he growled, “Style of 

Smoke—Taotie!” 

This time, Xiao Zhen used even thicker genuine energy. As soon as he finished speaking, a huge Taotie 

that was several times larger than before suddenly darted out from behind him. Its shape was more 

realistic. 

It had the body of a sheep, the face of a human, and the teeth of a tiger. Its eyes, which were emitting 

black smoke, were under its armpits. 

Taotie was one of the four ferocious beasts in the Classic of Mountains and Seas. It was extremely 

greedy and vicious, eating everything. 


